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Verse G - C

I don t think you understand how much

I tried to keep the thoughts of you untouched

And I don t think we ll have a chance to run

Before the wars and lies and storms are done

Pre Chorus Em7 - C

No one has to find out where we re gonna go

I could scream it out loud and they ll never know

Chorus G - C

We could be sailing away across the Atlantic
Where the fog makes a wall with no sights of landing

Stranded, standing on top of a mountain

The sun and the seas or the birds in between

When we re lost

Verse 2 G - C

Honey we can make this work

A truth will come that s so much worse

Lets stay wide awake cause if we re sleeping

We re wasting time unless we re dreaming

Pre chorus 2 Em7 - C

No one has to find out where we re gonna go

I could scream it out loud and they ll never know



Chorus 2 G - C

We could be sailing away across the Atlantic
Where the fog makes a wall with no sights of landing

Stranded, standing on top of a mountain

The sun and the seas or the birds in between

When we re lost

Instrumental G - C - Em7 - C

Bridge G - C

I m a million miles away alone watching the sunset

Alone watching these stars

Alone I m here forever

You ll never be too far

I m a million miles away alone watching the sunset

Alone watching these stars

Alone I m here forever

You ll never be too far

Chorus 3 G - C

We could be sailing away across the Atlantic
Where the fog makes a wall with no sights of landing

Stranded, standing on top of a mountain

The sun and the seas or the birds in between

When we re lost


